COVID-19 Information

Our primary concern is the health and safety of our patients and staff. We are taking extra precautions in addition to the precautions we have been taking for years, which are outlined by the “CDC’s Guidelines for Infection Control in Dental Health-Care Settings”.

As you are scheduling and confirming appointments, we will be asking three questions:
1. Have you traveled in the last 14 days?
2. Have you been in close contact with someone who has been diagnosed with or is under investigation for COVID-19?
3. Do you have a fever or flu symptoms?

If the answer is “Yes” to any of these questions, you will be rescheduled out 2-4 weeks.

- We will NOT be seating anyone in our waiting room except for pre-arranged circumstances.
- We will ask each patient to please wash their hands upon arrival, they will then be taken to the treatment room.
- We will be taking patient’s temperatures at each appointment.
- We will limit the number of patients in the building at one time.
- We also ask that when you come to your appointment, please do not bring additional family members. We do realize, however, that some patients will need transportation. We would ask that whoever drives you to and from your appointment to remain in the car for the duration of your appointment.
- If you notice other people in the waiting room, please stay in your car until the waiting room is empty or until you are called or texted by the office to come in.
- We will be disinfecting front desk area after the departure of each patient.

Thank you for your understanding during these unprecedented times.
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